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Anger grows over rising fuel bills

T

he Prime
Minister’s
suggestion
that customers
can beat the latest
rises in energy bills
by putting on a
jumper, has been
greeted with disbelief by many older
people.
David Cameron’s
intervention in the
fuel debate came
as Energy Minister
Ed Davey also
urged consumers
to switch suppliers
in order to get a
better deal on their
gas and electricity,
but critics claimed
that with most of
the big six energy
companies increasing their prices by an average
of 9%, some consumers might be
going “from out of
the frying pan and
into the fire”.
Concern has also
been expressed
that a number of
MPs have been
claiming large fuel
bills on expenses,
whilst at the same
time voting to cut
the winter fuel allowance for 11m
pensioners.

Recently the government replaced
the old fuel poverty
definition of 10%
of disposable income with two factors.
To be in fuel poverty now a household would (a)

have required fuel
costs above the
average to keep
adequately warm
and (b) have a low
income so that if
they were to spend
that amount, they
would be left with
an income below

the poverty line.
As a result of this
new definition, the
number of households in fuel poverty has decreased
from 47% of pensioner households
to 25%, but it still
represents at least

1m older people
who are struggling
to keep warm and
meet their energy
bills.
From now until
June 2014 the
structure of tariffs
for gas and electricity are also
changing and in
future there will be
four payment
methods: prepayment meter,
quarterly bills, direct debit and
online account and
for each of these
there will be four
tariffs.
By the end of the
year, customers
will be invited to
consider what tariff suits them best
and by June 2014,
if any customer
has not chosen a
new tariff, the energy supplier will
do so for them.
Ron Douglas,
NPC president
said: “Fuel poverty
is a national scandal and the government is taking
far too long to
tackle it.”
“Meanwhile, older people are dying
from the cold.”

The NPC
has launched
an online
poster
campaign,
urging
supporters to
email Energy
Minister, Ed
Davey to
stress that
there should
be no more
winter deaths
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Campaign
Dates
NPC Lobby of
Parliament
27 November, 13pm, Committee
Room 14, House of
Commons. Representatives from
across the age
groups will speak
about pensions,
care and universal
benefits. See right.
National Dignity
Action Day
1 February 2014,
organised by the
Social Care Institute of Excellence.
The NPC intends to
mount nationwide
activities to coincide with this day.
Details to follow
NPC Pensioners’
Parliament
17-19 June 2014,
Winter Gardens,
Blackpool

STOP PRESS
The basic state
pension will go up
next April by 2.7%
in line with the CPI giving an extra
£2.95 a week and
£1.80 for many
women without a
full pension

“Care cap” could be
as high as £134,000

P

ensioners
will have to
spend
nearly twice as
much on care bills
as previously
thought before
qualifying for any
state help, according to a new study
into the government’s planned
“care cap”.
The research,
from care provider
Prestige Nursing+Care found
that the cost of
care amounted to
only 49% of an
average annual
bill of £28,367.

It would therefore take more
than five years for
a resident to
reach the proposed £72,000
cap, by which time
they would have
also paid out
£62,159 in accommodation
costs.
The average
spending on care
home costs before
the cap was triggered would therefore be £134,159.
Dot Gibson, NPC
general secretary
said: “People
thinking that care

costs of £72,000
won’t lead to them
having to sell their
house may have
to think again.”
“It’s clear that
the government’s
plans are unravelling given that
seven out of every
eight pensioners
will never get any
support at all towards their care
costs.”
The Care Bill is
currently going
through Parliament and the NPC
is lobbying for a
national care service like the NHS.

Young people back
pensioner benefits

A

new poll
from Demos/
IPSOS MORI reveals that people
born after 1980
are three times as
likely to support
benefits for the
over 65s as for
the unemployed.
Qualitative research found that,
across generations,

Sugar
attacks
Clegg

S

ir Alan Sugar has criticised Deputy Prime Minister,
Nick Clegg for attacking him over
the issue of universal pensioner benefits.
During one of Mr
Clegg’s regular
radio shows, he
claimed that Lord
Sugar shouldn’t
qualify for a free
bus pass or TV
licence.
But the angry
peer hit back saying: “I don’t have a
bus pass and I pay
for my TV licence
like everyone else
because I’m 66
and only those
over 75 get it
free.”
Lord Sugar suggested
that
You can now keep
David
up to date with all
Camer- the NPC’s
on
activities by
should following us on
silence
Twitter @NPCUK.
his deputy in case he
make any further
“gaffes”.
Whilst it is clear
that universal pensioner benefits are
going to targeted
by all the main
political parties at
the next election,
Mr Clegg has been
the most vocal of
all the leaders in
seeking to introduce a wide reaching means-tested
system.

